
What is the problem?

Challenging times
Living (& educating) on a damaged planet.

Entrepreneurship education
Entrepreneurship has the potential to 
mitigate as well as aggravate some of the 
challenges of our times. Hence, a need to 
consider the potential of Entrepreneurship 
Education to move (more) towards the 
mitigating of named challenges, such that 
we can put the creative powers of 
entrepreneurship to work to facilitate 
students in becoming ethical change-
makers.
Transforming Enterprise Education -
YouTube
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Transforming Entrepreneurship Education (EE)

This is my solution

Trodding newer landscapes
Finding inspiration in some relevant, 
other pedagogical approaches: 
-critical pedagogy
-radical pedagogy
-eco-pedagogy

What are the results? What are your lessons learnt?

Many questions!! 

What if educator steps out of ‘expert role’?

How to create more student agency / a sense 
of ownership vis-a-vis their learning
processes?

How to create a safer learning milieu? 

What does this mean in terms of, e.g., 
assignments..?

And assessment, more generally..?

What does this mean in terms of relevant 
educational materials?

What should (can) they look like? 

How to (properly) approach the
‘subaltern’/marginalized knowledges, and
bring them to academia?

What is already happening ‘in the world’?? 

Provisionally

Decouple EE from the creation of (high-
growth) businesses;

Place EE within its wider planetary
context; 

Engage and work with local depletion, 
with undervalued places and spaces;

Diversify experiences;

Towards more socially and
environmentally just, communitarian, 
grounded, and reflexive alternatives. 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4BV_dJNCpjg
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